
Lin Yee Chung Association (Manoa Chinese Cemetery)
3430 East Manoa Road, Honolulu, HI 96822; Tel: (808) 988-5543

also c/o Winfred Lum; 1920 Iwi Way, Honolulu, HI 96816

Mission:
To facilitate the
honoring of
ancestors by
providing tradi-
tional Chinese
burial and me-
morial services,
and to promote
time-tested mor-
tuary culture
among descend-
ant generations.

History:   The Manoa Chinese cemetery, established in 1851, is the largest and oldest Chinese

cemetery in Hawai‘i. The original Lin Yee Chung (lian yi zang ) Association consisted

of 31 founding members who donated six months or more of their earnings and solicited addi-

tional funding from others, to purchase burial land, coordinate traditional Chinese funeral rites,

and, upon request, arrange for the return of remains to China for permanent burial. “Lin Yee

Chung” means “to bury in fellowship and honor”.

One of the founders of the Manoa Chinese Cemetery was Mr. Lum Ching, now referred

to honorifically as the Tai Ju (tai zu  “grand ancestor”) or Tai Goong (tai gong 

“great grand-father”). He selected the site of the cemetery based on geomantic principles—the

perfect burial ground faces the ocean surrounded by mountains behind—and correlated the spot

to the pulse of the watchful dragon of the valley.

The tomb of this “grand ancestor,” Mr. Lum Ching, is now noted in the layout of the

cemetery. A huge banyan tree nearby was planted in his honor many years after his death, by his

cousin Lum Sum.

Nowadays, the cemetery is open to all ethnic groups.

In the early years, maintenance of the cemetery was a perennial problem. Overgrown grass

and bushes and weeds were trimmed back haphazardly once a year by family members during

the Ching Ming (qingming  “clear & bright”) memorial tomb-sweeping festival. Finally, in

1987, grounds-supervisors Benny and Florita Sacro were hired.  They not only maintain the

cemetery beautifully, they have also landscaped it by planting Manila, royal, and fan palms,

willow trees, crotons, and red ti leaves.
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Special points of interest in the cemetery include the tomb of the Grand Ancestor; the

Wong Society tomb erected by members of the Wong kong Har Tong in memory of their

ancestors; the White Mound serving as a common grave for 300 sets of unidentified remains

unearthed during the development of the Cemetery; the tomb of the popularly acclaimed

“Mayor of Chinatown—Mr. Henry Awa Wong who owned the Wo Fat Restaurant and the

Hawaiian Oak Liquors Company; the Children’s Section where deceased infants were interred;

the Lum Sai Ho Tong memorial; the tomb of the Honolulu detective (1874–1933) who served

as the model for the famed “Charlie Chan”; the tomb of the Seven Heroes, holding the remains

of six male and one female pilot from the Burma front; the Bone House where the remains of

the deceased were held pending Board of Health approval for  shipment to China for final

interrment; the two-storey Summer House of King Kamehameha and Queen Kaahumanu; the

tombs of the two c  vns Young Sim Tong (1886–1987) and Ella M.Q. Wong (dates?); the tomb

of philanthropist Henry C.H. Chun Hoon; and Dr. Chinn’s Garden in honor of Dr. Herbert

Y.H. Chinn for his service and contibutions of plants.

Future plans call for the addition of stone monuments so that the cemetery will take on

the appearance of a Chinese rock garden. Planning is underway for the renovation of the public

pavilion, to better accommodate the thousands of family members who visit the cemetery during

the Ching Ming season.

Membership: Membership in the Association is limited to the 31 trustees, each a direct male
lineal descendant of one of the original 31 founders.

Gateway to the cemetery



Activities  New burials were once a major portion of the Association’s activities. Nowadays,

there are about 12 new burials a year; several hundred plots are still available in the cemetery.

The most prominent event hosted by the Association is the annual celebration of the “Ching

Ming” memorial festival, held on the first day of the qingming calendar period by the lunar year;

the Association commemorates this day on April 5 (April 4 on leap years). The services draw 300

to 400 people each year. It is a gala celebration that includes taiko drumming, celtic pipes and

drums, the US marines marching band, the Royal Hawaiian Band, a 21-gun salute, the dropping

of flowers by helicopter, and the release of rainbow pigeons into the air. The ceremony itself

moves between the tombs of the “seven heroes,”  the “grand ancestor,” and the Memorial Hall.

Local leaders (including national and state senators and congress representatives and the mayor)

and the leaders of community groups are generally in attendance, along with anyone else who

cares to come. Lunch is provided for all. In bygone years, fan tan gambling in the public pavilion

would follow the services, but this practice has since been discontinued.

The Manoa Chinese Cemetery has become a visitor attraction of sorts as well. The curious

are drawn by the sense of history, the romance of the sojourner from a foreign land forever at

peace in the quiet Manoa valley, and the beauty of the physical site.

Association presidents
1851-65 Hu Pak Sing
1889-90 Wong Kwai
1891 Lum Ching Wa
1892 Loo Ngark
1893 Lau Cheong
1894 Chun Ming
1895 Ng Chun
1896 Lum Karm Chin
1897 Chu Gem
1898 Wong Wa Hui
1899 Ching Winam

1900-02 Goo Kim Fook
1903 Wong Chee
1904 Goo Kim Fook
1905 Chun Ming
1906 Chu Gem
1907-08 Goo Kim Fook
1909-11 Chun Ming
1912-14 Wong Chow
1915-21 Chu Gem
1922-27 Wat King
1928-29 Leong Wah Hin

1930-34 Chun Hoon
1935-40 Luke Chan
1941-46 Doo Wai Sing
1947-48 Ching Chow
1949 Lau Tang
1950 Henry Awa Wong
1951-52 Kim Ick Ching
1953-54 Nee Sun Chang
1955-56 Buck Hung Wong
1957-58 Calvin K.C. Lum
1959-60 Henry Chun-Hoon
1961-62 Chuck Tong Wong
1963-64 Wah Chan Thom
1965-66 Tim Kau Chow
1967-68 Yee Nung Lum
1969 Jack Wuon Young
1970-71 Wilford Young
1972-73 William Young
1974-75 Hing Biu Luke
1976-77 Wah Cho Lock
1978-80 Samuel Luke
1981 Leonard Wong
1982-85 Samuel Luke
1988-01 George C.K. Young
2001-pres. Herbert Chinn Services at the Tomb of the Grand Ancestor


